
 
 
 
 Welcome to the  

Year 5 Curriculum 
Evening 



Agenda 

•Welcome 
•Curriculum 
•Homework 
•PE/Games Kit 
 
 

 
 
 
 



The Y5 Team 
 
5W  
Class Teacher: Mrs Catchpole 
PPA Teacher: Mrs Bruce every other Wednesday. 
Teaching assistants: Miss Fisher and Mrs Davies 
 
5H 
Class Teacher: Mrs Gaisford 
PPA Teacher: Mrs Bloomfield every other Wednesday. 
Teaching Assistant: Mrs Field 
 
5S 
Class Teacher: Miss Barrett 
PPA Teacher: Mrs Tucker every other Wednesday. 
Teaching Assistant: Mrs Chavasse 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Welcome to Year 5! 
 
The children have made a great start to their first year being in 
Upper Key Stage 2. 
 
The children are encouraged to take a greater responsibility in 
school life. Whilst recognising and working hard at this, we also 
strive to give the children an enjoyable and exciting year. 
 
We are always looking for ways to enrich the curriculum and, if 
you have any ways of helping us, please let us know.  



Moving from  
Year 4 to Year 5… 



Year 5 is an exciting year where the children are involved in engaging and 
challenging activities. 
 
Throughout the year, we support the children to help them take more 
responsibility for their learning by developing their independence and 
resilience. We also ensure that they have opportunities to work with others, 
developing their team work and communication skills. 

Growth Mindset 



Curriculum 

•English 
•Maths 
•Science                                              

 
•History 
•Geography 
•Art 
•Modern Foreign Languages (French ) 
•Design & Technology                                 Foundation 
•P.E /Games                                                  subjects                    
•Music 
•PSHCE 
•RE 
•Computing     
 

Foundation subjects 
will be rotated 

throughout the term.  

Core subjects 



History Geography 

Crime and Punishment 
How has crime and punishment 

changed throughout history? 
 
 

The Tudors 
Why did Henry VIII want a son 

so badly? 
 

Cheltenham 
How has the High Street 

changed over time? 
 
 

Place Knowledge  
Brazil 

 
 

Physical Geography 
Biomes and climate zones with 

a focus on rainforests 
 
 
 



Reading in Year 5 
 
Reading diaries have been given to the children. Children need to 
read at least 4 times a week for 15-20 minutes and record this in 
their reading record.  
 
On a Monday, the children will receive a sticker in their books with 
a short writing task to do with the book they are reading or the 
class read. The deadline for this task will be the following Monday. 
 
This reading diary should be brought into school daily so that we 
can see the range of fantastic books they are reading. 



An example of responding to a reading task:  
 
 
 

Look carefully at the extract. What does it tell you 
about Percy Jackson? 
 
The extract tells us that Percy Jackson is twelve years 
of age and is a half-blood. He finds lessons 
challenging, except the lessons that his middle-aged 
teacher, Mr Brunner, teaches. In the past, Percy has 
been to other private boarding schools, but was 
expelled every year due to his behaviour. 



We want the children to read a range of books so that they 
meet unfamiliar vocabulary. We encourage the children to find 
the meaning of words using a variety of resources. 

We want to 
encourage a passion 
for reading lots of 
different books. 



We want the children to read a range of books 
so that they meet unfamiliar vocabulary. We 
encourage the children to find the meaning of 
words using a variety of resources. 



Assessment For Learning 
The children have a very important role in assessing themselves in their 

learning.   
 
They are encouraged to critically evaluate and edit their own work and those 

of others.   
 
Marking is a dialogue between the teacher and the pupil.  
- Children need to respond by correcting their own mistakes.  
- We mark in pink and green.  
 
‘Tickled pink’ – great work!  
‘Green for growth’ – an area for development. 



         Homework 

English: 
 
• Spelling  
 Spelling lists will be given out on Fridays and the children will 
have a test on the Friday of the next week.   The children are 
expected to learn and practise spellings during the week. They 
have a copy at home and a copy in school. The children should 
bring in their home spelling book every Friday to stick in their new 
spellings. 



Grammar and Maths: 
 
• Each week, the children will be set daily questions to complete every 

weekday evening. These tasks will link to the learning that is going on in 
class and will be discussed and marked with the children. There will be 
no homework set over weekends. 

 
 
• If your child has tried to complete the homework but they have found it 

difficult, please write a note next to the question and we will support 
them in school the following day. 

  





 
Times tables – Please continue to learn times tables with your 
child regularly as they form a vital part of most, if not all, 
aspects of number work.  There are some very good websites 
which teach times tables in a fun way!   
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Kit Days 

• Games kit: Tuesday – trainers, house T-Shirt, 
blue shorts & jumper blue or black tracksuit if 
needed.  

• 5W and 5S can wear football boots instead of 
trainers if they have them. 

• Swimming kit: Wednesday. 



We always welcome help, so 
please get in touch if you hold 

a current DBS. 
  
  


